CASE REPORTS
Genetic heterogeneity highlighted by differential
FDG-PET response in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
Intratumor heterogeneity (ITH) has emerged as a key
theme to understanding the mechanisms driving treatment failure and relapse. Studies in many different cancers have revealed varying degrees of molecular heterogeneity both within and between biopsies taken from
different sites of disease in the same patient.1 In practice,
the rarity of multi-site sampling in diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL) has restricted studies to single biopsies at the time of diagnosis and these have been highly
informative in characterizing unique molecular subtypes,
based on the gene expression-derived cell-of-origin
(COO) (activated B-cell [ABC], germinal center B-cell
[GCB])2 or distinct molecular subgroups that demonstrate
a differential response to immuno-chemotherapy.3,4 In
this study we had an opportunity to examine both spatial
and temporal heterogeneity, performing whole exome

sequencing on four tumors from the same patient that
demonstrated a discordant response to immunochemotherapy, providing a unique insight into the relationship between ITH and treatment response.
A 50-year-old female presented with rapidly growing
lymphadenopathy including a left inguinal mass
(9.7x11.2 cm) and a left mediastinal mass (3.9x3.3 cm)
without organomegaly or B-symptoms (Figure 1A). An
inguinal biopsy (ING) revealed the diagnosis of DLBCL
and imaging showed stage III disease with an
International Prognostic Index (IPI) score of 2 (raised lactate
dehydrogenase
[LDH]
349
U/L).
Immunohistochemical staining of the inguinal biopsy
demonstrated; CD10+, BCL6+ and MUM1– disease; consistent with GCB classification according to Hans’ criteria8 (Figure 1B). The patient was enrolled into the
REMoDL-B trial9 and randomized to the experimental
arm with R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisolone) and bortezomib
from the second cycle. After six cycles of treatment, a
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Figure 1. Response to treatment and histologic findings. (A) Positron emission tomography scan demonstrating the sites of disease at diagnosis and after six
cycles of RCHOP and bortezomib chemotherapy. The biopsies profiled include the diagnostic inguinal biopsy (ING), and the treatment-refractory M1, thoracic
wall (T2) and pulmonary lesions (PL3). (B) Representative histologic and Immunohistochemistry (IHC) images demonstrating DLBCL in the ING and mediastinal
(M1). All images are shown at the original magnification of x400. Both tumors express CD20, while the ING tumor is positive for CD10, BCL6 and negative for
MUM1 and the M1 biopsy is negative for CD10 and positive for BCL6 and MUM1. The Hans cell-of-origin classification8 for the ING biopsy is GCB DLBCL and
the M1 biopsy is non-GCB DLBCL, in keeping with the classification using the gene expression-based assay, Lymph2Cx. R-CHOP: rituximab, cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisolone; GCB: germinal center B-cell; DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.
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positron emission tomography–computed tomography
(PET-CT) scan revealed complete metabolic response of
the inguinal node but persistence of and the development
of additional lesions above the diaphragm, consistent
with progressive metabolic disease. At this time, biopsies
were collected at three sites; mediastinal (M1), thoracic
wall (T2) and pleural (PL3) confirming the progression of
DLBCL. Immunohistochemical staining of the mediastinal biopsy demonstrated; CD10–, BCL6+, MUM1+ disease, which was discordant with the inguinal biopsy,
with the COO reported as non-GCB type according to
Hans’ criteria8 (Figure 1B). Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis for MYC, BCL2 and BCL6 rearrangements were negative in all samples. The patient was

treated with salvage chemotherapy (rituximab, ifosfamide, carboplatin, etoposide) to a partial response followed by an autologous stem cell transplant but after an
initial response experienced progressive disease and died
two years from her initial diagnosis.
We next performed in-depth molecular profiling to
determine whether the observed clinical heterogeneity
was mirrored by molecular ITH. The COO was assessed
using the Lymph2Cx assay,5 with the inguinal biopsy
classified as GCB and the chemo-refractory sites above
the diaphragm as either ABC (M1) or unclassified (T2,
PL3). Whole exome sequencing was performed on all
four biopsies and germline material obtained from uninvolved bone marrow (mean coverage of 67x) (Online
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Figure 2. The shared and discordant
genetic changes between the different tumor sites profiled. (A)
Phylogenetic tree generated from nonsynonymous and synonymous mutations in the samples sequenced. The
number of mutations in each branch of
the phylogenetic tree are shown. The
chemo-sensitive inguinal biopsy (red)
and three chemo-resistant biopsies
(blue) above the diaphragm diverge
early and evolve separately acquiring
distinct secondary mutations. Shared
mutations are shown in black. Sitespecific mutations are shown in blue
and red. The cell-of-origin (COO) classification using the Lymph2Cx assay is
shown for each biopsy. (B) Pairwise
mean cluster cellular prevalence
(MCCP) plot of inguinal (ING) biopsy
versus mediastinal (M1) biopsy.
Derived mutation clusters represent
the mean cellular prevalence of all
mutations within a cluster. Each cluster is denoted by a circle with the size
of the circle equivalent to the number
of mutations within the cluster. The
major clone is shown in black, shared
subclones in yellow and site specific
clones in red (ING) and blue (M1).
Mutations in known DLBCL-associated
genes are highlighted to show their
locations within clusters. Additional
MCCP plots are shown in the Online
Supplementary Figure S1. (C) Copy
number loss of heterozygosity (CNLOH;
green), amplifications (red) and deletions (blue) are shown for each biopsy,
demonstrating greatest genetic discordance between the ING biopsy (ING)
and disease above the diaphragm
(M1, T2, PL3). Genes of interest,
mapped from UCSC Genome Browser
(GRCh37/hg19) are highlighted. ^The
loci harboring CREBBP demonstrates
CNLOH in M1, T2, PL3 and copy number gain in ING.
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Supplementary Materials and Methods).6 The tumor purity
was predicted across samples using the mclust algorithm
and PyClone, a model-based clustering algorithm, was
used to derive pairwise sub(clonal) clusters between each
combination of biopsies (Online Supplementary Materials
and Methods).7
The mutational profile between all four biopsies
revealed significant differences between the inguinal
biopsy and all three sites of supra-diaphragmatic disease.
A total of 17 non-synonymous variants were shared
across all four samples and included mutations in
CREBBP (p.R1446C), KMT2D (p.Q4150* and
p.S2640fs*32), and CARD11 (p.M360V) (Figure 2A).
These shared mutations represent early pathogenic
events, occurring before marked evolutionary divergence, reminiscent of phylogenetic studies performed in
follicular lymphoma and provide genetic evidence for a
common progenitor cell (CPC) pool of B cells, responsible
for the emergence of new clonal populations of disease.10,11 Thirty-six non-synonymous variants were
unique to the inguinal biopsy with a high level of genetic
semblance observed between the three thoracic samples
(M1, T2, PL3) (Figure 2A).
The mutational profile of the inguinal biopsy was consistent with the GCB subtype, demonstrating mutations
in EZH2 (p.Y646N), STAT6 (p.E372K), and GNA13
(p.L244P). Both the GCB subtype and mutations in EZH2
are associated with apparent good risk disease and reflect
this clinical scenario with the inguinal biopsy responding
to treatment. In contrast, all the chemo-refractory biopsies above the diaphragm (M1, T2, PL3) shared a mutation and copy number loss in TP53, linked with an
adverse outcome in DLBCL, and resistance to standard
immuno-chemotherapy approaches. Additional alterations in M1, T2 and PL3 associated with the ABC subtype included copy number losses in PRDM1 and
TNFAIP3, genes involved in plasma cell differentiation
and NFkB signaling, respectively. There was also evidence of convergent evolution, with different mutations
and copy number losses detected at the B2M locus, in the
inguinal (p.L15fs*41) (ING) and thoracic biopsies
(p.M1V), (M1, T2, PL3) (Figure 2A-C). Both genetic
lesions are predicted to result in disruption of the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) Class I machinery
and antigen presentation consistent with a selection pressure to acquire mechanisms of immune escape, reflecting
recent studies demonstrating a diverse range of genetic
lesions leading to immune evasion in the majority of
DLBCL tumors.12
To reconstruct the clonal substructure of these spatially
separated tumors, mean cluster cellular prevalence
(MCCP) plots were generated for each pairwise combination of biopsies (Online Supplementary Materials and
Methods) and replicated the same pattern of ITH (Online
Supplementary Figure S1). The greatest genetic divergence,
demonstrated by the non-linear distribution of subclones, was between the inguinal and three supradiaphragmatic biopsies (Figure 2B). A comparison of the
shared variants between all four biopsies uncovered differences in clonality, with the CREBBP mutation
(p.R1446C) representing a clonal mutation, whilst the
shared KMT2D mutations (p.Q4150* and p.S2640fs*32),
arose in distinct subclones. Collectively, the phylogenetic
reconstruction and MCCP plots offer compelling evidence that the inguinal biopsy and three thoracic samples
diverged early from an ancestral clone (CPC), which harbored the CREBBP mutation and evolved separately into
markedly different genetic and COO subtypes. Since

biopsies were not available from the mediastinal disease
at diagnosis, it is not possible to say exactly when this
evolutionary divergence arose, however temporal profiling studies and a recent example of donor-derived
DLBCL13,14 all point to a CPC-like population in a subset
of cases which contributes to the tumor’s ability to
evolve and evade treatment.
Patients with refractory disease occur in up to 20% of
cases, are seldom re-biopsied and experience extremely
poor outcomes, indicating a significant unmet need.15 In
this case we were able to describe the extent of genetic
ITH between the chemo-sensitive and chemo-refractory
sites of disease and highlight the potential pitfalls when
classifying tumors based on a single biopsy, an area of
increasing relevance as further refinements to the molecular classification of DLBCL are made.3-4,16 To better
assess the frequency and consequences of increased ITH
and its role as a prognostic biomarker in these difficult to
treat subsets of patients, studies incorporating multi-site
biopsies and molecular profiling of refractory lesions
identified by imaging coupled with cell-free tumor DNA
analyses should be considered.17
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